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If you are in search of quality ground transportation service across Connecticut then Limos are your
answer. Experience utmost luxury and grandeur by availing Connecticut Limo services. One can
also book a Limo service provider for special events like weddings, birthdayâ€™s, promâ€™s, night outs etc.

Special occasions call for vehicle renting, so limousine is actually the most popular choice as it
never fails in terms of experience and sophistication. Wedding functions particularly deserve
something more meaningful to add to the memories. The wedding day is not just magical but is a
significant day for making an impression that lasts forever.

A great lot of planning is involved for making the wedding day all the more blissful. There are many
details linked to the wedding day which can be taken care of starting right from choosing the
wedding dress to the ground transportation facility.

Hiring a black or white Limo CT for taking guests around is easy but one should only pick the most
reputed companies for the service. Experienced and professional drivers drive travelers around the
town in these luxury vehicles. These drivers present the best of etiquettes and driving fluency ever
noticed.

The couples along with the family have to rely on ground transportation for shuttling from one
wedding destination to other point on the wedding day hence booking well in advance can be really
effective for smooth execution of the plans.

There are various Limo providers across Connecticut and with the growing numbers the limo
models and colors are also diverse. While black Limo CT is popular with corporate events and
business trips, the white one is readily booked for auspicious occasions like weddings, birthdays
etc. Then there is also the pink Connecticut limo which is trendy amongst girls and couples who
book romantic getaways within these luxury cars.

The range is also vast as one can pick from stretch limos to the sturdy SUV limos which are more
spacious. Stretch limos have a glamorous look and are usually booked by class travelers who
appreciate elegance, style and upbeat features. The SUV can seat as many as 25 passengers in
one go and is available in colors like white, blacks & pinks.

Most limousines have top class features which suit the requirements of business executive
travelers, tourists, party makers, dignitaries etc. Custom limos are fitted with customized features
which appear stylish and chic. Hummer Limo is a popular custom limo which has flexible seating
options and has other additional features too like mini-bars, audio-video systems, disco floors, LED
lights, connectivity, GPRS etc.
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Wedding and a prom limo CT providers have special packages which let you enjoy your wedding in
a blissful manner.While a black Limo CT is popular with corporate events and business trips, the
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white one is readily booked for auspicious occasions like weddings, birthdays etc.
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